**Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”**

The Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” was designed to aid in the overall load carriage of packs and additional components. The carrying frame incorporates the same integrity and weight distribution properties as our other load carriage lines. The frame utilizes sizable yoke and shoulder systems, hip harness and retention straps. This allows individual operators to customize their system to meet their individual needs. It was designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. The shoulder and hip harness aid in the overall stability and weight distribution of the pack and improve performance of efficiency and recovery time.

The Frame is designed to attach to the ASP033, 35, 40, 50, 52, 68, 80, 120 in addition to expansion capability for additional loads and weighs 5.4 lbs. The dimensions are 12” in width and 22” in height. The frame incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500 denier Cordura® and incorporates webbing for PALS systems. The frame also incorporates PALS system for attachment of the shoulder harness and hip harness providing sizing options. The frame includes tactically placed buckles to provide attachment points for the Huron™ Assailers Sustainment Packs reinforcing its ability to affix and add strength in key areas.

**HRN-ASP55LC**

Pack Sold Separately